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sizes a one-stop-shop set up for

E2E logistics, space for storing

inventory, deliveries with a state-

of-art dashboard for tracking and

monitoring of inventories as well

as orders. Shadowfax offers two

kinds of warehousing facilities,

big-box warehousing catering to

clients who require pan India

reach with space more than

10,000 sq ft and dark stores with

same day and next day intracity

deliveries with space requirement

between 1,000 - 10,000 sq ft. 

 The company with its feature-

rich, immersive and deep

integration along with Vinculum

system will deliver the best

experience in warehousing and

logistics with live order tracking

and ready-to-set up SoPs. With

this launch, brands can promise

their customers' same-day and

next-day deliveries. Quick delivery

is one such trend that proves that

enterprises have already hopped

in the race of saving customer’s

time and enhancing customer

delight with D2C Model.

SHADOWFAX PARTNERS WITH VINCULUM FOR WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

February 24, 2021: The

integrated 3PL services

provider Shadowfax

Technologies announced its

partnership with Vinculum to

foray into the warehouse

management system across 10

centres to offer E2E services.

Vinculum Solutions is an

international SaaS company

headquartered in Noida with

offices in MEA, USA & SEA

countries, a player providing

retail technology helping brands

and retailers to scale

faster.“This partnership will address

the growing demand in the E2E

category by offering end-to-end

services across multiple industry

segments like e-commerce, apparel,

consumer electronics, auto, etc,”

said the release. Shadowfax plans to

set up 50 more centres leading the

warehousing space to grow from 5

lakh sq ft to 12 lakh sq ft by March  

22. Shadowfax is the fastest-

growing plug-and-play logistics

solutions provider and with the

launch of E2E service, the company

is set to offer enterprises of all

SAFEXPRESS LAUNCHES ITS LOGISTICS PARK IN PUNJAB

February 3, 2021: Safexpress has

launched its 59th logistics park in

Rajpura, Punjab, developed with a

significant investment on a land area

of over 3.50 lakh square feet and

located on Banur – Tepla Road,

National Highway – 205A. Rajpura is a

hub for various industries in India, and

several well-known brands have their

manufacturing plants located here.

Being one of the largest industrial

hubs of Punjab, Rajpura is a crucial

location from supply chain & logistics

perspective.“This logistics park is

enabled with transhipment and 3PL

facilities. This logistics park will serve

as a nodal point for supply chain &

logistics in the region. This facility is

based at a strategic location and has 

strong connectivity with all Indian

states,” says the release. The

logistics park enables loading &

unloading of over 100 vehicles

simultaneously, which ensures

smooth and uninterrupted

movement of goods. Operations at

the logistics park are highly

streamlined, which ensures the

country’s fastest transit-time from

Rajpura to across India. The logistics

park has firefighting equipment and  

trained manpower to deal with

any emergencies. This facility is

a perfect mix of nature-friendly

initiatives and technology.

Safexpress has taken special

environment-friendly initiatives

at the logistics park by investing

in rainwater harvesting system,

developing a special green zone

and using natural sunlight during

the daytime to conserve energy.

We have developed robust IT

systems to increase operational

efficiencies and inventory

visibility. Located strategically

on Banur – Tepla Road, National

Highway – 205A the logistics

park fulfils the warehousing

needs of companies located in

and around Punjab.

News
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Shadowfax plans to set up 50 more centres leading the warehousing space to
grow from 5 lakh sq ft to 12 lakh sq ft by March 22.



February 25, 2021: Jawaharlal

Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) has

announced that it signed over

30 MoUs (Memorandum of

Understanding) with potential

investors for port projects,

technology transfer and

development of plots in JNPT

SEZ for an amount of around

27,000 crores in line with the

Maritime India Summit 2021

to be held online from March

2 to 4. The MoU was signed by

Shri Sanjay Sethi, IAS,

Chairman, JNPT in presence of

Shri Unmesh Wagh, IRS,

Deputy Chairman, JNPT.

February 16, 2021 - The supply

chain services provider FM Logistic

now powers its own warehouses in

Central Europe with electricity

from renewable sources. It has

signed renewable energy contracts

with Poland's biggest power group

PGE and with the Czech Republic’s

utility Pražská Energetika. These

contracts apply to the logistics

facilities that are both owned and

managed by FM Logistic. In Poland,

PGE will supply FM Logistic with 14

GWh of power and with the

associated guarantees of origin

certificates. The FM Logistic group

owns five of the 13 warehouses it 

Agency’s Greenhouse Gas

Equivalencies Calculator. In the

Czech Republic, Pražská

Energetika will provide FM

Logistic with renewable

electricity to fuel its warehouse

in Tuchomerice. In Slovakia, FM

Logistic had already switched to

renewable electricity in 2019

thanks to a contract with

Slovenské Elektrárne. Other FM

Logistic subsidiaries outside

Central Europe are also taking

similar measures. In Spain, all

FM Logistic will be 100%

powered by renewable

electricity by the end of 2021.

The investments by DP World, JM

Baxi & Co., Ganesh Benzo, BPCL,

NITIE, SS G Pharma Pvt. Ltd., Sooraj

Agro, JWR logistic Pvt. Ltd., Cineline

India Ltd. are some of the

companies that have signed MoUs

towards manufacturing, IT services,

warehousing/cold storage, FTWZ,

pharma, confectionery

manufacturing, engineering 

News

FM LOGISTIC SWITCHES TO GREEN POWER IN CENTRAL EUROPE

operates in Poland. These are

located in Mszczonów, Błonie,

Tomaszów Mazowiecki, Olszowa

and Będzin. With this new

contract, FM Logistic expects to

avoid releasing 10,612 tons of CO2

into the atmosphere per year.

This is the equivalent of driving

2,080 passenger vehicles for one

year, according to the US

Environmental Protection 
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JNPT signs 30 MoUs worth 27,000 crore for port-led industrialisation

Maritime India summit’. This will

help establish JNPT as one of the

premier investment destinations in

the country, as we continue to

remain an attractive investment

destination even after the impact

of Covid-19 across the globe. Even

during these trying times, JNPT

has attracted around $27,000

crore worth of new investments. 

services, food

processing. Sanjay

Sethi, IAS, chairman,

JNPT, said, “We have

signed over 30 MoUs

with various

companies at the 



FarEye appoints Suvrat Joshi as Chief

Product Officer

February 2021: Logistics SaaS platform,
FarEye has announced the appointment of
Suvrat Joshi as its Chief Product Officer
(CPO). Based in Seattle, Suvrat brings with
him over 20 years of experience of handling
product

leadership roles at Yahoo, Amazon,
Microsoft, Facebook and most recently
Dropbox. Suvrat will drive the product vision
and accelerate FarEye’s global product
expansion with key focus on the customer’s
needs. He has an MBA degree from the
University of California, Berkeley and an MS
in Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, New York. Suvrat is also a certified
Lean Six Sigma Black Belt “Suvrat is a
product-visionary and has an impressive
background with some of the biggest
product organizations across the globe. I am
excited to have him on board as the Chief
Product Officer,” said Kushal Nahata, CEO &
Co-founder, FarEye.  FarEye recently
announced that in order to capitalize on
unprecedented demand from Retailers,
Manufacturers, and Logistics &
Transportation organizations for the
company’s platform, the emerging SaaS
unicorn will hire 100 technology
professionals globally in 2021.
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AVIGNA  GROUP  APPOINTS  BINAY

JHA  AS  CEO  AND  DIRECTOR  OF

AVIGNA  SPACE

Avigna Group has appointed Binay Jha as CEO

and Director of Avigna Space as part of their

endeavour to grow their 3pl and express

delivery business.The 45- year-old company

has a portfolio ranging from Infrastructure &

Warehousing, Real Estate, Textiles to

Education. Abhijit Verma Executive Director

& CEO at Avigna Group said in a release, “This

appointment is part of a larger growth plan of

forward integration towards our commitment

to the supply chain business. We are in the

process of developing 10 million sq ft of

warehouse space and Binay Jha brings in 20+

years of experience in the 3PL logistics and

express business, delivering revenue growth.

Jha has worked as the VP-Operations &

Supply Chain Management in Future Supply

Chain Solutions Pvt Ltd, GM-Operations &

Supply Chain Management in Pantaloon

Retail, Head Business & Operations in Gati

and Country Head at Hitachi NSE -0.88 %

Transport Systems Group wherein he led

major initiatives in automation of

warehouses by bringing in world-class

technology and practices. He cofounded

Fretex Logistics Solutions and was also the

Senior Vice President – SCM in Stellar Value

Chain Solutions. “Avigna and I share the

same vision of creating a world-class

infrastructure across the length and breadth

of India to power the growth of the modern,

Atmanirbhar Bharat; we aim to achieve this

by building a strong infrastructural network

of logistics industrial parks and food terminal

markets and attracting the best of business

and talents from across the world,” said

Binay Jha.



SPEED TO E-CONSUMERS

Case Study
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The new fulfilment and distribution centre
for world-renowned company Adidas
prides itself on its speed. “This building as a
whole was built for speed,” Adidas Director
of Operations Felix Felder says of the
facility in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.

“The goal of this building was to get their

products out in two hours, from the time a

customer orders them online to the time they

are placed on the lorry to ship out,” ,” he said.

The company was able to accomplish that

goal with help from Interlake Mecalux, which

outfitted the facility with the storage racking

needed to swiftly move product throughout

the building.

The new warehouse services the fastest growing

division of Adidas, which is e-commerce, as well

as its fastest growing market—North America.

Adidas has been growing by double digits—

between 20 and 30%—every year for the last five

years, especially in North America, according to

Felder. This growth necessitated a move into the

new warehouse because the company’s network

capacity had not changed since 2012.

From the outset, when designing the

warehouse’s layout, the objective was very clear.

“Throughout the whole building, they needed

things that were fast, that allowed them to be

efficient and to be flexible. Things change very

quickly here. Because they have such a short

window to get product out, they needed

something that they could flex and change with

a couple of minutes notice,” Felder said. 

 

"The footwear and sports apparel company Adidas has equipped its
Pennsylvania fulfillment and distribution center with Interlake Mecalux storage
racking, as well as some selective pallet racking. These racks house up to 16
million cases of these bulk goods or a massive 71,000 different SKUs, translating
into a 35% bigger distribution network. This solution allows for easy access to
the company’s products, which enables Adidas to accomplish its goal of
preparing orders in two hours.."

...”



"The layout of the new Adidas facility facilitates the speed
required in order processing. The company receives products as
full cases which go onto an inbound sorter that separates them
into footwear, apparel and equipment..”

The 78,317 m² state-of-the-art facility provides

a full solution for e-commerce and retail

fulfilment and distribution, according to

Felder. In order to provide the speed the

company was looking for, the building needed

about 41,806 to 46,451 m² of racking and a

solution that would mean Adidas could pack

as much product into that location as possible.

The company required reserve racking for the

bulk goods that it stores in cases, as well as an

area for pallet racks.

Felix Felder - Adidas Director of Operations
“The solution installed by Mecalux has enabled

them to achieve this warehouse’s main

objective: to get orders ready and shipped out

in the shortest time frame possible. Plus, it has

also really helped them improve their

warehousing space so that they can achieve a

higher storage capacity.”

Flexible and accessible racking
In total, the new Adidas facility features about

45,708 m² of Interlake Mecalux racking. The

main storage area has 68 aisles and the racks

are between 23 and 26 bays long, 8.5 to 10.7 m

high and have 10 levels. This allows the

company to store 16 million cases in 409,000

locations. When it came to the design of the

racking, Adidas wanted a solution that was

flexible enough to store oversized items such

as golf bags. The racking also needed to be

accessible to not slow down the facility’s

operational processes, which is why there are

two sides of racking with a main lane down

the middle. “They don’t want anything to be

more than 30 metres from one of their main

thorough fares,” Felder said. There are also

three areas of pallet racking. One area of racks 

 

is 12 m high with two individual aisles. Some of the

pallet locations are in a high-value cage where the

company stores high-end products, such as designer

shoes. The last area has about 465 m² of racks for

bulky items. Overall, there are a total of 498 pallet

locations.

Process flow
The layout of the new Adidas facility facilitates the

speed required in order processing. The company

receives products as full cases which go onto an

inbound sorter that separates them into footwear,

apparel and equipment. Operators then place the

items onto pallets that travel down a pallet conveyor

to the main lane of the storage racking.

The products eventually go into the racks as

individual cases in the case reserve area. Once a

customer places an order, operators take the

products for the order from the racking and bring

them to the warehouse’s decant area. In this area,

operators remove the items from the cardboard

boxes and place them in plastic totes, which then go

to an automated system. The system brings the totes

directly to a picking station where operators take the

items they need for each order and the excess

products go back into the automated system.

Once the order is ready, it goes to either a manual

packing area or to a highly automated speed

packing area to prepare the order for shipment.

Then, the orders move to an outbound shipping lane

with multiple sorters that assign the orders to a

particular freight carrier. The facility’s design

accommodates 71,000 SKUs and the warehouse can

handle 200,000 units each day, or about 150,000

orders, according to Felder. E-commerce orders

average about 1.8 lines per order and orders for retail

replenishment average almost 15 lines per order. The

warehouse also receives about 17,000 cases per day,

mainly from suppliers all over the world and from

other Adidas facilities.

Case Study
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"Interlake Mecalux also worked closely with Adidas on the layout of the warehouse’s
racking to ensure the company had the safest possible setup. Overall, the design of the
warehouse and its racking has improved productivity 10-fold compared to the company’s
other facilities that do not handle e-commerce or retail order fulfilment, according to
Felder.."

Safety first
Interlake Mecalux also worked closely with

Adidas on the layout of the warehouse’s racking

to ensure the company had the safest possible

setup. For instance, the racking needed 152 mm

of flue space in every bay to ensure that water

could flow freely in the event of a fire. “That was

something that came up after the fact, after the

design was already complete,” Felder said. “So

being able to build that flue space in was

something that was really important.”

Adidas also wanted the racks to be a certain

height, but that arrangement conflicted with

the warehouse’s sprinkler system. The company

needed to make some adjustments to the plan

at the last minute to ensure that the warehouse

met insurance and safety requirements. “Those

were two things that made them change the

design slightly at the 13th hour,” Felder said.

“But Interlake Mecalux was able to adapt, give us

additional options, give them suggestions on

how we could make these things work and the

most important thing was to minimise the

amount of lost space that they had from a

capacity standpoint.” As a result of these efforts,

the Adidas warehouse earned the highest

possible safety rating that is available from its

insurance provider.

Productivity/capacity boost
Overall, the design of the warehouse and its

racking has improved productivity 10-fold

compared to the company’s other facilities that

do not handle e-commerce or retail order

fulfilment, according to Felder. “We were able to

increase our productivity and that’s due in large 

Speed: the layout of the Interlake Mecalux

racking lets Adidas accomplish its goal of

preparing orders for shipment in two hours.

Greater capacity: the storage racks can

house up to 16 million cases—a nearly 35%

increase for Adidas in network distribution

capacity.

Highly accessible: warehouse workers are

able to easily access the goods in the racks,

thereby speeding up storage and order

fulfilment.

Safety: the height of the racks and their flue

space are of an appropriate size to

accommodate the warehouse’s sprinklers

and to ensure water flow in the event of a

fire.

part to building this from the ground up and

making sure we could design every piece to

optimise that quick flow out of the building,” he

said.

Capacity also sharply increased as a result of

the project. Felder estimated that Adidas

increased its network distribution capacity by

about 35% with the addition of the facility.

These benefits have empowered Adidas to

innovate the services that it offers, such as

same-day delivery to certain locations or one-

day ground delivery without having to charge

customers extra for overnight shipping. “We’re

able to offer those innovative services to allow

us to continue to grow our customer base and

meet their needs,” Felder said.

Advantages for Adidas
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CANTILEVER  RACKING

Storage System for Irregular,

Long and Bulky Products

The cantilever racking is a must

have system in your

warehouse/manufacturing facility,

if you have irregularly shaped

and/or varying length products that

need organized storage with safe

and secure retrieval. Cantilever

racking system allows for a lot of

flexibility in design and usage. It is

available in both single sided and

double sided system

configurations and also as multi-

tier, thus, increasing the capacity

of available storage space

Pipes, tubes, aluminium sheets, flake

board, metal/steel sheets etc.

Lengthy, bulky and odd shaped goods

Ideal system for awkward, bulky, long

products (Medium or Heavy-duty)

Robust design allowing for organized and

safe storage of irregularly shaped products

 bolted, therefore, ensuring flexible and safe

storage operations. Silver Lining’s expertise in

designing coupled with world-class

manufacturing and high quality assurance

processes makes cantilever racking highly

durable and versatile. The company can design

a customized storage system for your unique

requirements and help you to improve their

warehousing productivity and efficiency. 

Best Suited for

Features

Increases storage capacity with utilization of

both horizontal and vertical space

Customizable as per the precise needs

Allows loads to be stored on one or both sides

of the storage system Easy to install, no

maintenance and can withstand rugged

handling. 

AUTOMATED  STORAGE  AND  RETRIEVAL  SYSTEM  (AS /RS )

Every business has its special

needs, and the company Daifuku'

clients take full advantage of

Daifuku’s superior technology to

maximize their business potential.

Daifuku leads the material handling

world in providing a full array of

products designed to improve the

performance of their business.

What’s more, they will also work

closely with you to find solutions to

your company’s logistics needs by

tailoring Daifuku’s fully-automated

storage and retrieval systems

(AS/RS) to optimize flow, space

utilization, systems integration, and

ultimately, your bottom-line. Their

customized AS/RS solutions include

the world’s best-selling unit load

AS/RS for pallet-size loads and the

high-speed mini load AS/RS for

smaller loads. Daifuku’s business 

Stacker cranes adaptable to

different load profiles,

dimensions, and weights and

capable of quick and efficient

load storage and retrieval

automatically.

Reliable, superior-quality drives

enabling smooth, high-speed

performance and many more..

the world’s best-selling AS/RS In its

unique features, which include high-

density pallet storage, the ability to

reach a lift height of 40 meters,

unprecedented versatility, and high

operation speeds. They can also

customize the Unit Load AS/RS to fit

the specific installation environment

and operating conditions of your

plant or warehouse.

The company’s Unit Load AS/RS has

the following features and benefits: 

while eliminating

intermediate aisles. As

there are no front

uprights, it makes easier

to fork-lift goods apart

from allowing manual

shifting of goods. Whether

the bottom-most rack

material needs to be

retrieved or the topmost,

all racking levels are easily

accessible and results in

reduced handling time.

This easy-to- fit cantilever

racks are easily 

 adjustable and strongly

solutions are based on top-

of-the-line technology, the

best global practices,

benchmarked processes, and

up-to-date WMS for optimal

follow-through. According to

the Mordor Intelligence

report, the value of the

AS/RS market in 2017 was

12.41 billion USD and is

expected nearly double by

2023.

 

Unit Load AS/RS

Daifuku’s Unit Load AS/RS

continues to hold its place as 
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SKART  EXPRESS  UNVEILS  FIRST  WAREHOUSE  IN  NOIDA,  IN  TIE -

UP  WITH  SPICEJET

February 18, 2021: sKart Global

Express, a brainchild of

international freight forwarding

firm Skyways, has launched its

first deport in Noida in

collaboration with SpiceJet for

first and last-mile logistics

solutions. The association would

benefit customers by adding more

deliverable locations besides

increasing the  efficiencies by

working on their strength which

would enable them to enhance

their capabilities. sKart aims

  to provide the product as per

customers’ requirement of speed &

cost for each consignment with

complete visibility & ease of making

payment without any major

contractual commitments thus

enabling them to focus on their core

job. Yashpal Sharma, managing

director of Skyways Group said, “We

are delighted to announce our 

 partnership with SpiceJet with the

launch of our first deport in Noida.

sKart will do the first and last-mile 

 operation along with our other

 group company Phantom Express

for the customers in NCR. This

partnership will be enhanced to

other parts of India over the next

few months and will hope to cover

0ver 9000 zip codes by the middle

of 2022” In spite of this sector

contributing 6 percent to GDP, 33

percent to the manufacturing

sector output and about 45 percent

to the country’s exports this sector

is plagued with various limitations.

One of the key elements is the lack

of access to technology & limited

logistics service options for taking

their products to domestic or global

customers besides higher costs.

These have been the major

impediments to the growth of

SMEs. Sanjeev Gupta CEO of

Spicexpress, added, “We are

delighted to have sKart as our

partner in Delhi NCR region to help

build out our air logistics business. I

am very sure that their professional

approach, it will be a win-win

situation & this partnership will get

extended to many more areas of

the country"

GATI -KWE  TO  SET  UP  SURFACE  TRANSHIPMENT  CENTRE  IN

DELHI

February 23, 2021 | Mumbai:

Express logistics services provider

Gati-KWE said it will set up a

surface transhipment centre (STC)

in Delhi at the Allcargo Logistics

Park on the Western Peripheral

Expressway with a capacity to

process cargo for short-haul

deliveries in north India and long-

haul movements across the

country. The proposed facility is

designed to process cargo loads of

almost 100 trucks a day and to be

spread over 1.5 lakh sq feet area at

Farukh Nagar logistics park. It is

expected to be functional from

June this year, Gati-KWE -- which is

a part of Allcargo Logistics -- said in

a release. The company plans to

come up with four more such tech-

enabled state-of-the art centres in

future, it said without giving a

specific timeline. The facility has 

been conceptualised to achieve

economy of scale and provide

unparalleled customer service,

the release said, adding that

apart from consolidating Gati-

KWE's logistics operations on

the outskirts to decongest the

city, the STC adheres to the

green belt requirement as well.

The centre will offer superior

transit time, accuracy in cargo

delivery and high locational

advantage of access  to

all major national highways, it said.

"We are setting up our largest STC in

Delhi because the region has been

witnessing robust economic growth.

The advanced express logistics

infrastructure at the facility with

enhanced operational efficiency,

productivity and throughput will

emerge as a key enabler of economic

growth in that region," said Bala

Aghoramurthy, Deputy Managing

Director, Gati Ltd. The STC will have

the capability to process and

transport a massive volume of cargo

thanks to the technology integration

in the operations and time-defined

short-haul and long-haul connectivity,

he added. Gati-KWE's STC in Delhi will

benefit its customers by offering

express trucking routes across the

country to facilitate faster cargo

movement and improved transit time,

said the company.
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Mumbai-based Hiranandani Group said 

it will set up an integrated logistics and 

data centre park with an aggregated 

investment of around Rs 10,000 crore.

It has signed a memorandum of 

understanding to acquire 100-acre 

land at Uttarpara in Hooghly district 

from Hindustan Motors to set up the 

integrated logistics and data centre 

park. Two group companies -GreenBase and Yotta- will develop the project. "The combined

investment by the group and their customers is estimated to cross Rs 10,000 crore," 

a company statement said. The first facility of industrial and logistics park will be ready by 

June 2022 and the first data centre by 2023, it said. GreenBase will deliver a modern and 

self-sustainable ecosystem, consisting of three-million sq. feet of industrial and 

warehousing space, while Yotta will involve in the development of six hyper-connected 

data centre buildings, according to the statement. The data centre will be capable to serve 

the entire eastern region, it said. "Kicking off this project would not have been possible 

without the tremendous support of West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee.

HIRANANDANI  GROUP  TO  SET  UP  LOGISTICS  AND  DATA

CENTRE  PARK  WITH  RS  10,000  CRORE  INVESTMENT

I IM  AHMEDABAD  LAUNCHES  A  MULTIDISCIPLINARY

CENTRE  FOR  TRANSPORTATION  AND  LOGISTICS

RESEARCH

IIM Ahmedabad has launched a

new multidisciplinary centre

named 'Centre for

Transportation and Logistics' to

facilitate cutting-edge research

in transportation, logistics, and

allied areas. Indian Institute of

Management, IIM Ahmedabad

has launched a multidisciplinary

center for transportation and

logistics research.

The Institute’s Centre for

Transportation and Logistics was

launched to facilitate cutting-

edge research in transportation,

logistics, and allied areas, and

thereby contribute to scholarship,

practice, and policymaking in India

and abroad. The initiative was co-

chaired by Debjit Roy and Sandip

Chakrabarti, faculty at IIMA. The

other objective of the initiative is

to help strengthen and scale-up 

IIMA’s presence and impact in the

transportation and logistics

sector. Speaking about the

initiative, Dr. Debjit Roy, faculty

and one of the co-founders of CTL

at IIMA said, “We are delighted to

have established a centre that

will address existing roadblocks

and challenges in the

transportation and logistics

sector, which is one of the most

instrumental sectors for our

country’s economic growth. Our

objective behind establishing the

CTL is to contribute to improving

the efficiency of multi-modal

transportation systems and

supply chain logistics, thereby

promoting economic growth and

fostering sustainable

development. We have faculty

coming in from across the

institute that have joined the

centre as members. 

News
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o you need for your distribution center a

palletizing solution that is fast, reliable and

able to grow as you grow? ACPaQ is a robotic

and data-driven solution for store-friendly

mixed case palletizing.

ACPaQ mixed case palletizing grows as you
grow
ACPaQ is universally applicable for fully

automated order picking of mixed case

pallets. Store-friendly pallets are automatically

built in distribution centers using the

combination of proven Swisslog technology,

such as the CycloneCarrier light goods shuttle

system, 

conveyor systems and high performance de-

palletizing and palletizing robots from KUKA.

It is configured using modules and scalable

for small, mid-size and large distribution

centers handling up to 500,000 cases per

day.

The palletizing software allows you to

customize the palletizing order to increase

efficiency during in-store replenishment.

ACPaQ can be used in ambient temperature

and chilled warehouse zones, and can

handle almost all types of cartons, shrink

wrapper or foiled packages, and pallet types

used in retail & beverage industries.

Features

ACPAQ: FAST AND RELIABLE AUTOMATED MIXED

CASE PALLETIZING

"ACPaQ" stands for "Automated Case Palletizing" and is the winner

of the "German Innovation Award 2020". This fully automated

picking solution for mixed pallets combines high-end robotics from

KUKA with Swisslog's many years of logistics expertise.."

D
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https://www.swisslog.com/en-us/products-systems-solutions/picking-palletizing-order-fulfillment/robot-based-robotics-fully-automated/mixed-case-palletizing-acpaq
https://www.swisslog.com/en-us/newsroom/news-press-releases-blog-posts/2020/05/german-innovation-award-2020-with-acpaq


“The German logistics association Bundesvereinigung Logistik (BVL)

has recognized the dm distribution center in Wustermark with the

German Logistics Award 2020. The heart of the system is the new

robot-based solution concept "ACPaQ". This fully automated mixed

case palletizing solution combines high end robotics with the

logistics expertise.."

Why is Swisslog’s ACPaQ solution so unique?

Efficient fully automated process. Each

pallet is always built stable, correct and

store-friendly, reducing your in-store

costs at shelf refilling. 

Robot palletizing increases throughput

and improves the picking quality of your

order pallet. 

Unique grippers with four forks for

gentle, simultaneous handling of

multiple products, palletizing with high

performance of up to 1,000 units per

hour. 

Modular design is scalable for small,

mid-size and large distribution centers.

This allows growing business and

companies to increase thoughput

capacity and to handle peak demands

efficiently.

 

Tray based solution allows you to handle

a wide range of products and gives you

flexibility for future changes in product

packaging. 

 

Full integration of storage system,

components and Swisslog’s software

SynQ ensures reliable and transparent

operation.

Features
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PRE -ENGINEERED  STEEL  BUILDINGS  (PEB )

Pre-engineered steel buildings

(PEB) are a steel structures

built over a structural concept

of primary members, secondary

members, roof and wall sheeting

connected to each other and

various other building

components. These buildings

can be provided with different

structural and non-structural

additions such as skylights, wall

lights, turbo vents, ridge 

ventilators, louvers, roof monitors,

doors & windows, trusses,

mezzanine floors, fascias,

canopies, crane systems,

insulation etc., based on the

customer’s requirements. All the

steel buildings are custom

designed to be lighter in weight

and high in strength. Thus steel

building designs have become

more flexible, durable and

adaptable over the last four 

decades which has made steel one

of the preferred materials for

building construction. PEB’s are

ideal for non-residential and wide-

span low-rise buildings. Some of the

key advantages of PEB include

economical in cost, factory

controlled quality, durability,

longevity, flexibility in expansion,

environmentally friendly, faster

installation, etc. Pre-engineered

steel buildings are used for diverse

applications such as factories,

warehouses, showrooms,

supermarkets, aircraft hangars,

metro stations, offices, shopping

malls, schools, hospitals,

community buildings and many

more. As a leading PEB

manufacturer, Kirby provides the

complete service of engineering,

fabrication and erection thus

ensuring better quality control at

every stage of the process.

WAREHOUSE  CONTROL  SYSTEM

Operation Managers to plan and

control their System

Configurations

Maintenance Managers to track

and plan their System 

A quality Warehouse Control

System is a quint essential building

block while adopting any sizeable

automation solution for your DC/FC

as it serves as the only tool for DC

managers to interact with the

installed Physical Systems and

control them. The WCS has to be

simple and easy to use, Robust,

modular, scalable and should

support various operation

strategies as every Warehouse

would have its own way of working.

Falcon’s WCS Software: ControlIT is

an integrated all-in-one Software

tool designed with a multi Stake 

holder view in mind, that helps. 

 

Key Decision Makers to track

and monitor Key Operational

Performance Indicators

maintenance Schedules

ControlIT spans across all Intra

Facility operations such as:

Receiving and Reconciliation,

Buffering, Put Away, Cross Dock,

Picking, Consolidation, packing,

Dispatch, Manifestation and is

capable to support all major

Picking Strategies such as order 

Pick, Batch Pick, Zone Pick, Wave

Pick, Cluster Pick to suit the

business specific demands. This

allows organizations to reap the

benefits of unified experience and

data simplification across the

process cycle.

ControlIT is designed to be robust

and scalable and can grow side by

side with your operations. ControlIT

is already integrated with all major

WMS and ERP systems available

globally such as InFor, Red Prairie,

SAP WM and EWM to name a few

and also has several successful

installations with multiple home

grown WMS and Shipping systems.

Products



Swisslog Partners with Peapod Digital Labs

to deploy micro-fulfillment technology

Feb. 16, 2021 | Automated micro-fulfillment centers are

quickly becoming an essential part of the supply chain.

They hold much promise for helping reduce delivery costs

and shorten the last mile and the time to consumer.

Automated micro-fulfillment centers are quickly becoming

an essential part of the supply chain. They hold much

promise for helping reduce delivery costs and shorten the

last mile and the time to consumer. They are also an ideal

solution for fulfilling online orders for curbside pickup. With

the right approach and automation technology, they can

help companies meet changing expectations and

enhance customer experience. While they can be used in

a number of market segments and industries, micro-

fulfillment centers have gained the spotlight as a result of

the accelerated demand in e-grocery fulfillment. Micro-

fulfillment has shown to be an ideal solution for

streamlining e-grocery fulfillment. For instance, Peapod

Digital Labs, Ahold Delhaize USA’s digital and e-

commerce engine, just announced it is working with

Swisslog to pilot micro-fulfillment technology with The

GIANT Company in the Philadelphia market. Part of what

the company refers to as an e-commerce fulfillment

center (EFC), the pilot leverages Swisslog’s warehouse

automation solutions, including AutoStore technology

empowered by Swisslog’s SynQ software,  as well as

Peapod Digital Labs’ proprietary manual picking

capabilities. The pilot launches as Ahold Delhaize USA

companies continue to expand e-commerce fulfillment

capabilities as part of readying an omnichannel supply

chain and supporting their U.S. brands as they pursue their

ambitions of becoming the leading omnichannel grocery

retailer in their markets. We could not be more pleased to

partner with Peapod Digital Labs and The GIANT

Company. For the pilot, we’ve combined AutoStore with

our Swisslog SynQ software platform, which has grown to

have a very robust set of standard features geared

specifically to e-grocery fulfillment. Applying the

advantages of the AutoStore grid storage density and

goods-to-person productivity gains in tandem with

Peapod Digital Labs’ picking system creates a flexible

solution ideal for streamlining grocery e-commerce order

fulfillment. JJ Fleeman, president of Peapod Digital Labs

and chief ecommerce officer, said all Ahold Delhaize USA

companies have seen a tremendous increase in online

sales growth over the past year.

KNAPP AG is expanding

February 23, 2021 

A sustainable 

strategy for growth 

allows the 

technology company

 to successfully 

navigate through 

troubled waters. 

As for other companies, 2020 has been a tremendous

challenge for KNAPP.“We’ve invested heavily in

development and internationalization, which is now

bearing fruit in the form of incoming orders from

Germany, the UK, Brazil, the USA and other countries.

Thanks to our investment program and established

customers, our order books are well-filled for the long

term,” explains KNAPP CEO Gerald Hofer. Almost 1,000

new colleagues will be added to the current 5,000

employees in the coming fiscal year, with about half of

that number in Austria.

Germany’s most modern shuttle system at

Arvato/Douglas

KNAPP is looking forward to equipping the new ultra-

modern distribution center for cosmetics giant

Douglas, a major contract for more than 50 million

euros from Arvato Supply Chain Solutions. In a total

space of 38,000 m², Arvato will be managing all the

logistics and fulfillment for orders made in the Douglas

online shops in the DACH region and the Netherlands

of up to 150,000 different products.

Reliable partner for essential services

“During the difficult phase of the first lockdown and

thereafter, we were able to maintain our in-house

production, continue our customer projects as well as

provide all our services thanks to the commitment of

our employees and our safety concept,” reports KNAPP

COO Franz Mathi. “Our sophisticated storage systems

made an important contribution providing supply

security for people all over the world including the

food retail and pharmaceutical sectors. This mission

was the wind beneath the wings of our whole team,

and we could truly feel the KNAPP spirit.”

500 new jobs to expand Austrian sites

In addition to their headquarters in Hart bei Graz, the

company has locations in Leoben, Dobl, Raaba-

Grambach and an engineering office in Klagenfurt.

Founded in 1952, KNAPP has been a secure employer

for generations.

News
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orklifts play a key role in
warehouses throughout the U.S.
But their counterparts – pallet
racks – are just as important.
Forklifts provide an efficient way
to move items from point A to
point B. Pallet racks provide sturdy
inventory storage until the
products get shipped. Like any
equipment, pallet racking can
suffer damage during the course of
duty. Damaged pallet racking can
cause many problems in a
warehouse. These include:

1) Training: Driver training should
always be at the top of the list. 
 Drivers should also receive
training in the racking system and 

the maintenance, characteristics, 
and operational limits of their
forklift.

2) Visibility: The more a driver can
see, the more safely they can
perform. Adequate lighting allow’s
the driver to safely negotiate the
aisle and have a good view of the
racks. Likewise, wide-angle convex
mirrors mounted on the forklift and
at the ends of aisles give forklift
drivers an increased ability to
observe their surroundings, greatly
reducing the opportunity for
mishaps.

3) Rack inspection: Pallet racks
endure a lot of wear and tear. 

“Pallet rack damage
can occur suddenly or
gradually over time.
Scheduled inspections
can prevent rack
damage from getting
overlooked. Still Well-
trained forklift drivers
are less likely to cause
damaged pallet
racking.”

F

MAJOR PRACTICES FOR PREVENTING

PALLET RACK DAMAGE

Business Applications
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“Pallet racking is designed and built to be sturdy. But racks can be damaged in many ways. Run into by a

forklift. Too much weight on the racks. Improper loading and unloading. Lack of maintenance. All these

can cause racking to become unsafe, resulting in worker injuries and damaged stock. Train your workers

to know the difference between daily wear and tear and real Pallet rack damage. This will help

prevent small dangers from becoming big ones.."

less costly than a rack collapse. Warehouses

located in areas at risk for earthquakes

must build racks to seismic specs.

8) Decrease Speed Limits: One easy way

to curtail damage is to clearly and

definitively reduce the driver speed limits

while on the floor. Much like the open road,

by encouraging drivers to be more aware of

their speeds, you can reduce the number of

collisions in your warehouse.

9) Rack Protection: Eventually, a forklift

will hit a rack. There are a number of

options available to safe guard racks and

prevent or limit loss from these impacts.

End of aisle rack guards, low profile rack

guards, and post protectors are just a few

options available.

Warehouses and distribution centers can be

hectic, and it is essential to have solid

damage prevention practices in effect to

prevent employee injury and minimize loss.

However, in an environment where workers

are maneuvering heavy equipment and

heavy loads in confined spaces, accidents

are bound to happen. even the best driver

occasionally has a collision, and when a five-

ton forklift confronts a pallet rack, the rack

is going to lose. Rack collapse is rare, but

the structural integrity of the rack can be

diminished, laying the groundwork for

future failure. Fortunately, a lot can be done

to prevent these accidents and minimize

the damages when they occur.

Collision with forklifts, improper loading,

climbing by workers, and normal use put

stress on the racks. Trained personnel

should regularly inspect racks for structural

integrity, damaged uprights, corrosion, row

alignment, overloading, and floor condition

and level.

4) Replacement/repair: Damaged rack

components should be immediately

replaced or repaired. Continued use of a

structurally damaged rack could lead to

failure, which would result in greater cost

than fixing the problem. In many cases

repairs are much cheaper and involve less

down time than rack replacement.

5) Ensure Aisle clearances: Aisles should

be free of clutter. For drivers to effectively

navigate the aisles, clear pallet stacks and

ensure the full aisle width is reserved for

forklifts.

6) Rack loading: Racks should be properly

labeled with clearly defined load tolerances.

Heavier loads should be placed on the lower

rack levels, and rack uprights should be

designed for the heaviest weight pallets that

might be stored. This may require reinforced

upright columns.

7) Racking: Closed tube and high-strength

structural rack uprights are more resistant

to damage from collision with  a forklift

than are open tube rack uprights. 

While it may cost a little more, it will be far
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Sweden’s most favorite online store

and is highly valued by customers for

fast deliveries, fair prices, and a great

customer experience. To ensure the

same customer experience in the

future, Apotea continues to work

together with SSI SCHAEFER to

develop and optimize their supply

chain. In 2019, SSI SCHAEFER already

developed and implemented an

automatic picking solution with an A-

Frame for Apotea. It enables rapid

processing of complex orders, even

under peak loads. Due to the fact, that

refilling, and picking are separate

processes, the A-Frame is refilled in

low-load times and then perform the

picking fully automatically at peak

times. This means optimum personnel

utilization in the warehouse, low error

rates, and a significantly enhanced

performance. The system was fully

installed in fall 2019 but due to

Apotea’s rapid growth it is time for an

expansion of the system to almost

double the performance.

DEMATIC  HOSTS  VIRTUAL  CUSTOMER  EVENTS  WITH  SHOWCASE

OF  LANDMARK  GROUP

Heusenstamm, Feb. 1, 2021 –

Dematic continues its Dematic

Virtual Event series on 18 February

with a new Customer Day.

Multinational retailer Landmark

Group has launched its new mega

distribution centre in Dubai, UAE,

which the Dematic has automated.

During an online tour of the

265,000 m² facility, participants

will be able to take a close look at

the largest Dematic Multishuttle®

system to date (with over 1,200

shuttles, 94 lifts and almost

950,000 storage locations) and a

Garment-on-Hanger (GOH) system

with two million items of clothing.

There will also be expert

presentations on promising

products and industry solutions. As

an international event attracting

participants from EMEA, this will be

held in English. The next Dematic

Customer Day is already planned for 

insight into live projects”, says

Jessica Heinz, Director of

Marketing, Dematic Central

Europe. The response to our two

previous events clearly showed

how strong interest is in

information about innovative

intralogistics solutions despite

the absence of face-to-face

events. Once again, decision-

makers, warehouse managers

and supply chain managers can

expect an informative and varied

program at the virtual Customer

Day, including discussion about

current and future supply chain

challenges. We hope the

exchange of ideas will provide

new impetus for the

development of future solutions.

“We consider the exchange of

current developments in the

market to be critical to

success,” adds Heinz.

Global News

APOTEA  EXPANDS  ITS  AUTOMATED  WAREHOUSE

SOLUTION  WITH  SSI  SCHAEFER

Feb. 3, 2021 | Apotea, Sweden’s

first full-scale online pharmacy,

commissioned SSI SCHAEFER to

expand the existing warehouse

solution to cover the increased

demand. The company is well

known for adopting the

innovations presented on the

market. In recent years, Apotea 

has built an environmentally friendly

logistics center and installed an

automated system from SSI

SCHAEFER to keep up with rapid

growth. With the new warehouse

solution, the fast-growing online

pharmacy will be able to ship around

700,000 packages a month. The

online pharmacist was awarded as 

March this year. The focus will be on

the grocery industry, and the

customer will be Belgian grocery

chain, Ahold Delhaize. “In the current

situation, digital events have become

an important tool for maintaining

contact with customers and

conveying information. With the

Dematic Virtual Events series, we

have created a unique way to present

our innovative solutions and at the

same time to provide exclusive 
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February 10 2021 - S.F. Holding Co., Ltd. and Kerry 

Logistics Network Limited are pleased to 

announce the proposed strategic investment 

and cooperation between the two companies.

Subject to satisfaction of certain 

pre-conditions, the Offeror, being an indirect 

wholly-owned subsidiary of S.F. Holding, will 

make a Partial Offer to obtain 931,209,117 

ordinary shares of Kerry Logistics Network, 

representing approximately a 51.5% stake 

(on a fully-diluted basis) of the Company at a 

cash offer price of HK$18.80 per share (the 'Partial Offer'). In conjunction with the Partial Offer,

Kerry Logistics Network's warehouse assets in Hong Kong will be disposed of to a wholly-owned

subsidiary of Kerry Holdings Limited to unlock its shareholder value, and for the Company to

operate under an asset-lighter model comparable to international industry peers. Subject to the

completion of the warehouses sale, substantially all of the proceeds from the warehouses sale will

be distributed to all those shareholders of the Company who are shareholders of record on the

record date as a special dividend of HK$7.28 per share. The total amount of offer price plus special

dividend to be received by a shareholder of the Company for every share that the shareholder

tenders and is accepted under the Partial Offer would be HK$26.08, comprising the offer price of

HK$18.80 per share and the special dividend of HK$7.28 per share. To facilitate the transaction,

the Company's business in Taiwan, including the interest in Kerry TJ Logistics Company Limited,

which is listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange will also be sold to a wholly-owned subsidiary of Kerry

Holdings Limited in compliance with the laws and regulations in Taiwan. The proceeds from the

Taiwan business sale will be retained by the Company for its ongoing growth and developments.

S.F .  HOLDING  AND  KERRY  LOGISTICS  NETWORK

ANNOUNCE  STRATEGIC  INVESTMENT  AND  COOPERATION

News
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GreyOrange and Vicarious Launch Autonomous Vertical Picking Solution for

Apparel and Omnichannel Fulfillment

ATLANTA and SAN FRANCISCO (March 3, 2021) –
GreyOrange, a global leader in AI-enabled software
and robotics for fulfillment automation, announced a
partnership with Vicarious, an AI robotic integrator
that automates tasks too versatile and complex to be
handled by traditional, hard-coded automation
systems. Together Vicarious and GreyOrange have
launched the industry’s first and only Autonomous
Vertical Picking solution for automated pick-n-pack
operations in omnichannel fulfillment. Autonomous
Vertical Picking from Vicarious interfaces smoothly
into a global workflow orchestrated by GreyOrange’s
GreyMatter™ Fulfillment Operating System (FOS),
which uses advanced science to continuously
evaluate order fulfillment performance and prioritize
decisions and workflows. At the beginning of the
process, GreyOrange’s Ranger GTP robots (Goods-
To-Person) bring inventory on Mobile Stock Units
(MSUs) to the pick-pack station. There, the 
Autonomous Vertical Picking solution perceives 

the size, shape and material characteristics of
inventory items, including when these are loosely
positioned in an unstructured fashion, eliminating
the need to create fixture definitions and
programming. The solution then applies the
appropriate motion to approach, retrieve and place
items into order boxes. Autonomous Vertical
Picking can handle all kinds of inventory, including
small and delicate individual items (“eaches”),
folded stacks of apparel “eaches” and bagged or
unbagged apparel.“Vicarious’ computer-vision and
robotics technology is a breakthrough in the ability
to handle unstructured, previously hard-to-grasp
items. Combined with GreyOrange’s knowhow in
fulfillment workflows we can offer a game-changing
solution to the industry,” said Dileep George, co-
founder and CTO of Vicarious.



The logistics provider Trade

Logistics has

commissioned KNAPP to

supply an automated omni-

channel solution for

Intersport Greece. The

latest OSR Shuttle Evo

technology gives Trade

Logistics the necessary

flexibility to ship both

online orders and shop

orders quickly and cost-

efficiently from their

warehouse. This

investment at the Oinofyta

site in Greece by Trade

Logistics, a member of the

Fourlis group, will automate

the entire logistics of the

Intersport sports

equipment business with

brick-and-mortar stores as

well as online stores all

across Greece, Romania,

Bulgaria and Cyprus. Both

companies are delighted

about this renewed

delivered to stores as well as

online orders from a central

warehouse. The cutting-edge,

ergonomic Pick-it-Easy work

stations are supplied with goods

by the OSR Shuttle Evo according

the goods-to-person principle,

with each work station being able

to access every item. This makes

it easier to respond to order

fluctuations and to adapt work

schedules.

“Together with Trade Logistics, we

have developed a customized

design that is precisely tailored to

the needs of the omni-channel

business and the market”,

emphasizes Sven Waldhaus,

Director Mobile Subsidiary at

KNAPP AG. “The system offers

maximum flexibility for processing

rush replenishment requests and

online orders.” The solution is

expected to go into operation in

early 2022.

KNAPP  HAS  BEEN  AWARDED  A  CONTRACT  BY  TRADE

LOGISTICS  TO  PROVIDE  AN  OMNI -CHANNEL  SOLUTION  FOR

INTERSPORT  IN  GREECE

KITE  PACKAGING  EXPANDED  THEIR  RANGE  OF  VACUUM,

BAGGING,  AND  SHRINKING  EQUIPMENT

Feb. 16, 2021 | Kite Packaging is

one of the UK’s leading packaging

suppliers and the only employee-

owned business of its kind within

their sector. The company has a

broad team of in-house experts

who are constantly bringing new

and improved packaging solutions

to market, with the latest being a

focus on their range of vacuum,

bagging and shrinking equipment.

Vacuum sealer Operating slightly

different from vacuum chambers,

vacuum sealers are operated

different in that the bags are

placed externally to the machine

rather than inside it; air is then

removed, and the bag is sealed, all

of which is done outside of the

machine. Particularly useful

when packs need to be packaged

in a certain way. Available in 3 

different seal bar lengths

520mm, 720mm and 1020mm,

they are suitable to accommodate

a variety of different sized goods

and can be purchased with a range

of accessories to improve

efficiency. Shrink hoods Designed

to speed up packaging lines by

providing both a heat and shrinking

method in one unit, they are a

quicker alternative to heat shrink

guns or standard desk top sealing.

Commonly used for products such

as retail, as the clear wrap

displays items professionally and

is secure and tamper-proof.

Available in the range are shrink

hood chambers, suitable for

smaller volume operations and

shrink hoods, suitable for larger

sized operations and shrink hood

tunnels, which can be

used in conjunction with the shrink

hood machines to reduce time and

labour time.

Bagging machines- Bagging

machines are automated solutions

designed to speed up the filling

and sealing process and are

suitable for a variety of products.

They give consistency to your

operations and reduce labour time.

Typically used in conjunction with a

conveyor or packing bench for

speed and efficiency, we have two

options available in the range to

suit various operations.

collaboration. “The mutual trust we have

built in the course of our long-standing

partnership and the availability of state-

of-the-art technologies were the main

reasons why we opted for KNAPP once

again,” explains Anestis Partalidis,

Managing Director of Trade Logistics.

Highly dynamic OSR Shuttle Evo for

omni-channel logistics

This highly dynamic shuttle system will

be used for processing orders that are

Global News
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Event Calendar 
LogiMAT
24-26 November, 2021
Impact,
Bangkok, Thailand

LogiMAT
8-10 March, 2022
Stuttgart Trade Fair Centre
Germany

LOGMAT
15-17 July, 2021
Chennai Trade Centre, 
Chennai,  India

India Warehousing Show
23-25 July, 2021
Pragati Maidan 
New Delhi,  India

CeMAT ASIA
26-29 October, 2021
SNIEC, China

India Warehousing & Logistics Show 
18-20 November 2021
Helipad Ground, Gandhinagar,
Gujarat, India

Asia Warehousing Show 
1-3 December 2021
BITEC, Bangkok

IMHX 2022
6-8 September 2022
NEC Birmingham, UK

Material Handling Middle East
2-4 November 2021 
Dubai Exhibition Centre,
Dubai,  UAE

CeMAT Australia
19-21 July, 2022
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre,
Australia

CeMAT Russia
21-23 September 2021
Russia, Moscow, Crocus Expo

CeMAT Eurasia
10-13 November, 2021
Tüyap Fair Convention and Congress Center

Logistics & Automation
24-25 November, 2021
IFEMA, Madrid

Handling Expo
4-7 November, 2021
Egypt International Convention Center
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s an organizer of international

exhibitions and events, Deutsche

Messe has seen its business dry up

over the past year. The company has

taken advantage of the lull to gear

up for the post-coronavirus era,

simultaneously extending the

mandate of Deutsche Messe

Managing Board Chairman Jochen

Köckler for an additional five years.

Hannover, Germany. "The year 2021

will be a year of transition and

preparation for our relaunch. We are

putting our company in the best

possible position to successfully

host trade fairs as soon as the

overall situation allows it. To this

end, we are expanding our trade

fairs via year-round digital offerings,

as well as making our exhibition

center 5G-ready and planning

entirely new events for 2022,"

reported Deutsche Messe Managing

Board Chairman Dr. Jochen Köckler,

during his presentation of the

company's 2020 business results at

the recent Deutsche Messe

Supervisory Board meeting. As a

result of the Corona crisis, the

company generated sales of 100

million euros, accompanied by a

loss of 83 million euros. "2020 was

the most difficult year in our

company's history. But from this day

on, we are exclusively focusing on

the future and the challenges that

lie ahead," Köckler continued. "We

are making rapid progress with the 

"According to Köckler: "As early as September 2021, we will function as Europe's first 5G
exhibition center. This will give rise to new business models, which in turn will secure new
revenue potential for our business." The company is also making great strides in
developing new fairs, with a number of different trade fair premieres planned for 2022, to
be announced over the coming weeks. "

Event

DEUTSCHE MESSE POISED FOR RELAUNCH

"As early as September 2021, we will function as
Europe's first 5G exhibition center. This will give rise to
new business models, which in turn will secure new
revenue potential for our business."  The company is
also making great strides in developing new fairs, with
a number of different trade fair premieres planned for
2022, to be announced over the coming weeks.
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implementation of our

concept for the future. Our

digital and hybrid offerings are

in high demand in the

marketplace." Deutsche Messe

is expecting between 500 and

1,000 industrial enterprises,

including numerous market

leaders, to participate in the

digital edition of HANNOVER

MESSE. German Chancellor

Angela Merkel will open the

trade fair online. Leading

representatives from business, 

politics and science have

confirmed their participation.

"We will be transferring the

experience gained from our

digital trade fairs to our on-site

trade fairs in order to be able to

offer our exhibitors and visitors

even more targeted, year-round

offerings in the future," said

Köckler. Together with

Deutsche Telekom and

Siemens, a comprehensive 5G

campus network will be

installed on the exhibition 

A
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grounds. According to Köckler: "As early as

September 2021, we will function as Europe's

first 5G exhibition center. This will give rise to

new business models, which in turn will

secure new revenue potential for our

business." The company is also making great

strides in developing new fairs, with a number

of different trade fair premieres planned for

2022, to be announced over the coming

weeks. Together with Deutsche Telekom and

Siemens, a comprehensive 5G campus

network will be installed on the exhibition

grounds. According to Köckler: "As early as

September 2021, we will function as Europe's

first 5G exhibition center. This will give rise to

new business models, which in turn will

secure new revenue potential for our

business." The company is also making great

strides in developing new fairs, with a number

of different trade fair premieres planned for

2022, to be announced over the coming

weeks. "We view Deutsche Messe as being on

a rocky, but straight and narrow road to

emerge stronger from the crisis based on its

fundamental realignment and fresh market

approach," remarked Belit Onay, Lord Mayor

of the City of Hanover and Chairman of the

Deutsche Messe Supervisory Board.

I thank the Managing Board and the company's

entire workforce for their commitment to the

enterprise. Together with Dr. Köckler at the helm

of Deutsche Messe, we want to continue to

develop Hannover as a top international trade fair

location over the next five-years."

Simultaneously, in view of the current situation

and for the foreseeable future, the corporate

shareholders decided to narrow the size of the

Managing Board down to just one member. "Dr.

Gruchow has graciously agreed to step down from

his position on the best of terms. The shareholders

and the Supervisory Board want to express their

sincerest thanks to Dr. Gruchow for all of his hard

work – especially during the current crisis – and

wish him the very best for his future endeavors,"

continued Onay. At the same meeting, BDI

President Siegfried Russwurm was elected Vice

Chairman of the Supervisory Board. "We are

delighted that Mr. Russwurm, an absolute expert

on German and global industry, will be supporting

our company in this key capacity in the future – a

commitment that serves to underscore the role of

Deutsche Messe and the trade fair industry as a

whole when it comes to driving technological

innovation, progress and prosperity," Köckler

concluded.

Event
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asked if we could redevelop the

Aisle Master to meet their ever-

growing demand for order picking

customised orders”, said Combilift

CEO Martin McVicar. Research &

Development carried out in 2019

& 2020 has created the Aisle

Master-OP. The main feature of

this unit is the step-through

operator compartment which has

design copyright protection

(European Design Registration No.

002676809-0001) across

multiple markets worldwide. The

low floor height of just 280mm

(11”) enables convenient, single

step access from both sides of

the truck which speeds up order

picking compared to the operator

having to get on and off from a

seated position. The AME-OP truck

has all the key advantages of the

conventional Aisle Master -

indoor/outdoor, for

loading/offloading and for stock

replenishment at other times

during shifts when order picking is

complete.

Due to the effects of COVID 19,

most trade fairs were cancelled

last year, and things don't look any

better for 2021. BEUMER Group

has therefore come up with

something special: In order to keep

its customers up to date on

product developments, the system

provider is organising an online

event with live presentations and

discussions over the course of four

days (March 15 to 26). There is no

equivalent to direct and personal

contact with visitors at a trade fair.

However, in order to present its

solution expertise and innovations

to an interested trade audience

even during the time of a global

pandemic, BEUMER Group is

organising an online event under

the title 'BEUMER Group Live'. On 

each of the four days, one of the

business fields 'Airport', 'Logistics', 

'Cement' and 'Mining/Port/Power

Plant' will present information

tailored to the respective target

group. The system provider

presents live presentations and

lectures from the testing hall.

Participants can exchange ideas

and discuss with BEUMER experts. 

LAUNCH  OF  NEW  AISLE  MASTER  ORDER  PICKER:  AISLE

MASTER -OP

Feb. 3, 2021 |   Combilift

officially launched the latest

addition to its product portfolio

in a virtual press conference on

February 3rd. The NEW Aisle

Master-OP (AME-OP) is a

pioneering stand-on electric

powered model that combines

the advantages of a narrow

aisle articulated forklift and an

order picker for versatile 

operation in warehousing

applications.The development

of this model was influenced by

customer feedback - as has

often been the case with

Combilift’s innovations - as well

as the recent soaring growth of

e-commerce. “Customers

already using the Aisle Master

for space saving, storage and

efficiency in their warehouse 

BEUMER  IS  ORGANISING  AN  ONLINE  EVENT  WITH  LIVE

PRESENTATIONS

The individual blocks will

each last about two

hours and will be

repeated twice on the

same day after the live

presentation. The entire

online event will be held

in English. 

Global News
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n the next ten years, more and more people

around the world will be working with

robots. Automation is becoming mainstream

and is finding its way into more and more

areas. Easy access to robotics: That’s KUKA’s

ambitious goal – and therefore is presenting

the first elements of a preview of an

operating system of the future at the digital

Hannover Messe 2021. Because therein lies

the key: simple operation and intuitive

handling of automation solutions, which

until now have often been reserved for

experts.

"Our mission by 2030 is: Automation will
be simpler, more intuitive, and thus
available to everyone. This will lower the
entry threshold. Programming a robot will
then be as easy as working on a PC
today," says Peter Mohnen, CEO KUKA
Group. That is why KUKA is presenting a

preview of its operating system 

MISSION UNTIL 2030 KUKA MAKES AUTOMATION

AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE

Automation
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of the future at the digital Hannover Messe 2021.

Prototypes have already been in use at various

customers since the end of 2020. This is less about

the product "robot" alone, but rather about its use

and the possible applications. In the coming years,

automation will find its way into more and more

areas – all around the globe. This development is

already evident from current projects of the KUKA

Group. These include major orders from the battery

and e-mobility sectors, as well as the establishment

of additional robot types in the portfolio, such as the

KR SCARA for small parts assembly, material

handling and testing tasks.

Digitally connected solution systems are the
future
Software is more decisive than ever: the real added

value no longer lies in a single product, but in

digitally connected solution systems. KUKA offers the

entire range from robotic components to large,

complex connected systems. 

I



This requires an operating

system that offers access to an

entire ecosystem of programs or

apps, services and accessories.

The long-term goal is clear:
every KUKA product is to be

equipped with the new

operating system at some point

– a long-term project in which

the first steps have already been

taken. KUKA is also focusing on

the benefits for its tens of

thousands of existing customers

worldwide who work with

classic KUKA systems.

Accompanying them all into the

new world, reducing costs and

increasing benefits is KUKA's top

priority. The automation group

therefore not only wants to

make access easier for

newcomers, but also to further

develop its existing customer

base.

Automation as the winner of
the pandemic crisis?
The coronavirus pandemic has

changed supply chains,

workflows and production

processes. 

New technologies are helping

the industry to adapt to this

change in a sustainable way.

These include automation,

robotics and digitization. They

are important elements for a

robust and resilient industry.

"Hannover Messe is a key driver

for the time after the coronavirus

pandemic. Robotics and

automation are key here, as are

digital concepts. KUKA is a

pioneer in industrial automation,

and Hannover Messe, as a digital

format, also offers us the right

platform for products, solutions

and innovations related to the

digitalized and sustainable

production of the future," says

Wilfried Eberhardt, Chief

Marketing Officer at KUKA. With

this year's partner country

Indonesia, Hannover Messe is

focusing on a region that is

developing very dynamically,

particularly in the field of

automation. For example, KUKA

subsidiary Swisslog has already

implemented several logistics

projects for the Asian e-

commerce giant Lazada.

Automation
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According to KUKA CEO
Mohnen, the increasing
width of applications is
evident in other
industries: "After the
coronavirus pandemic,
there will be a real push
towards more
automation, especially in
logistics and healthcare,
which will have a major
impact in the medium
term. Peter Mohnen, CEO
of KUKA AG 




